
EchidNET

An Open-Source Social Intranet

COMMUNICATE

Effective communication is the 
key to success for any social 
Intranet.

Manage, produce and publish 
with EchidNET’s powerful 
administration tools.

COLLABORATE

In today’s world, the need for 
teams to collaborate is greater 
than ever.

Stay organized, up to date, 
and accessible with EchidNET 
technology.

ENGAGE

Employees do best when they 
feel engaged by, and connected 
to, their coworkers and employer.

Motivate and remove barriers to 
productivity with the EchidNET 
solution.

However, many of the challenges your 
organization faces are not. Because we 
have purpose built EchidNET to solve 
the most common and complex internal 
communication challenges, we like to say 
you’re 80% complete, right from the start. 
Our fully customizable solution let’s you focus 
your budget where it counts - the 20% that 
makes your organization truly unique.

Your organization is unique.

Contact Digital Echidna for a free 
EchidNET demonstration.

Get to 
80% Faster.

EchidNET integrates seamlessly with your enterprise 
tools. Whether it’s merging the Active Directory 
system for single sign-on authentication or leveraging 
a cloud-based Office 365 solution to execute powerful 
document collaboration, EchidNET is the one 
interface that brings it together for a superior user 
experience.

Integrate with 
business enterprise 
tools.

EchidNET
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COLLABORATECOMMUNICATE ENGAGE

Define and create workflows that 
work best for you.

Some features to help users 
communicate include: Some features to help teams 

collaborate include:

Some features to keep staff 
engaged include:

• News, articles, releases, 
blogs and more

• Global messaging system

• Light-weight document 
management

• Revision history

• Scheduled publishing

• Customizable workflows

• Private and public 
collaboration spaces

• Document and asset sharing

• Forums for team discussions

• Wikis

• Comment on and Like 
content

• Subscribe to updates and 
discussions

• Collect data with polls and 
webforms

• Rich user profiles 

• Staff recognition with 
achievements and badges 

• External access for staff on 
the go 

• Fully responsive design 
perfect for mobile and tablet 

• Discussion forums 

• Staff central area with polls, 
classified ads, 
announcements

Share documents, have 
discussions and work from a 
central hub.

Get tools and features that 
increase the ways staff connect.

Accessible via mobile or tablet, 
and with features like gamified 
employee recognition, classified 
ads, quick polls, and idea lab, 
your staff will see your EchidNET 
solution as a go-to destination, 
instead of just a document drive.

• Powerful Searches:

•  Searches documents and content

• Autocompletes common phrases

•  Faceted search results for drilling into 
categories 

• Events calendar with calendar and 
itinerary view 

• Usage analytics with detailed reporting 

• Content versioning with revision roll-back 

• Drag and drop template design 

• Searchable staff directory 

• Content aging notifications 

• Granular workflow and content 
governance

• Weather widget

• Responsive design for mobile and tablet

Other features of 
EchidNET:


